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Volume XCIV
- The following teport was prepared from
materials furnished the Wooster Voice by
Scott Denman. We are grateful for his
assistance in bringing this issue before the
College community. ". ' v.
,
;
.
by Ray Bules v v
"They split us up," said the signs in Bill:
Whitmore's successful campaign for
Wooster City Council. "They" were
Councils-member- s, and in 1971, they
effectively canceled any possible student !
effect on local elections." ' " '
.. "Certain people made a sincere and )
successful " attempt to dilute the voting '
strength of what was then thought to be the '
ultraliberal, Democratic student body of the
College." i . Oj-- v .-- . ,':
- lr -- Wooster mayor Roy Stype -
: "7 rWnfc it (the present districting plan) is
more effective. - ' : - y - ; ''
--Former Councilman Paul Power .
--
. On August 2, 1971, WoosterCity Council
approved a plan which divided the campus--
of the College of Wooster into each of the
city's four elective wards."-'- ' r ' - ,
. "J The plan which, ironically, came about in
an effort to equalize the number of voters in
: Council, effectively disenfranchised the
College's student population in ward
' ' 'elections
.
-
--
"
After a plan which would have divided the
College into only two wards was rejected
just before its scheduled adoption, Council
--
: settled upon the present plan. "."
. Outdated lot lines, some off the real
"
. estate market since the 1870's, were used to ,
divide the College into all four wards.
Following the publication of 1970 census
data, then-May- or Tilford formed a second :
" Citizens' Advisory Committee, chaired by
"
- prominent local banker. Ralph Kane, a
Republican council member. .
.-
- Kane assigned a group led by Councilman
Paul Power to devise ward divisions
- providing for equal representation for each
ward's citizens on Council. After eight
months, Power developed a plan which
' equalized ward populations within one half
; of one percent. ' . r r
After eight months of "tedious effort,"
, according to Power, the wards appeared
"fair and compact." But there was a catch... -
: Kedistrictmg proposals require three
affirmative votes by Council to become law.
": The original proposal which divided the
College , into two wards received two
unanimous approvals, but before it came up
for a third vote, it was altered by Power and
CAC members Kane and Ford Ross.
Why was the plan altered just before
- what appeared to be, certain passage?
--
.Whitmore, a CAC member, wai
- surprised." r-:;TC-Y- Tl. :- -
"By and large, everyone seemed to agree
with the first proposal The League of
Women Voters had..given it its stamp of
approval. "o - - - : " -- -
...As it happened. Ford Ross was
convinced, Ralph Kane was convinced that
it was O.K. (to divide the college into four
wards.) - " . " ."V
They prevailed upon Paul (Power)
outside the committee that in the face of this
horrible threat of all these outrageous, ;
liberal, radical, rioting students it would be
'more fair, ..I remember that Ralph Kane
brought up quite assertively... that this
could become a very unbalancing kind of
force." :;. .;"" ". ' "
; . Councilman Ross defended the second
proposal, noting that "nobody was really
sure" whether, students living in College,
housing "should be considered as part of the
city" for the purpose of.apportionment. .
: Kane, he said, decided that the question
could be resolved by splitting the College
into all four wards "and then, however the
question was answered,-th- e redistricting
would hold up pretty well on a population
basis." ' - ,
'.; -- The 1970 National Census had included
the students asbona-fid- e residents.
The new proposal was devised by Kane
and then Wayne County Republican Party
Chairman Marion Graven, who discovered
that lot lines could be used to separate
wards. ; -- . . ',, '- -
: They researched old tax maps, and used
outdated lot lines, some of which had been
off the real estate market since 1913 and
others of which had been absorbed by the
College in ih;i870's to. draw .ward
boundaries through the College, r -
s.This proposal, however, could not get a
second at Council's July 19, 1971 meeting,
and was tabled until August 2.
.. At the meeting, Power defended the new
proposairdeclaring that the city of Wooster
would benefit from it in the long run and that
the CAC should be congratulated for thejob it had done in bringing the plan to a final
'
vote: -- ' ' '
: Following heated debate, the vote on the
amended proposal was deadlocked, 3-- 3.
.Council's three Democrats, who had
provided the .initiative for some form of;
districting four years earlier, opposed it,
while Republicans Ross and Kane and.
Democrat Power favored it-.- ,. - .
"Republican ' Council President Robert
Anderson broke the tie. The proposal,
passed, and has remained in effect to this
date.
.
'
,
--
J"
-
"
CAC member John Thomasetti
opposed the measure as a "camouflage"
for gerrymandering (illegal, politically-motivate- d
apportionment).
"When it came down to the facts, (the
Republicans) had it cut out the way they
wanted it...their argument was that the
Students would have control of the wards.
Basically...(the students) could get
together and have liquor in the area which
(the Republicans) though wasn't right for
this community...more or less, they didn't
want the College students controlling
govemment...it was purposely done.
At the time, the College community was
politically active. A delegation of Wooster
students and faculty had attended the 1969
and 1970 Peace Moratoriums in
Washington. ...... - . .
- Wooster had been the site of the
nationally-acclaime- d Participation '70
,
program during the summer after the Kent
State killings. The program dealt with
possible active responses to current events.
Sit-in- s were staged at several times at the
Wooster Selective Service office and one
student was arrested for criminal trespass .
on its premises. ; f ; J ,
. By 1971, College of Wooster students
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IE-Dougl-
ass Hall
Dissman Hall
. Severance Art Studios .
: Westminister House . ;
Trover. House -
Scot Cottage .
AILCollege Ave Houses .
2C-Hold- en Hall
r--
, Howman Houss
i a-v-- y, Fuller Hous . ,v .
- Stevens House
- Miller Manor
Grosjean House
made up 16 of the City's population,
and as Kane noted, -
"Everyone was concerned about the
thing that happening that happened in
California. Berkely students elected a
number of avowed radicals to that city's.
Council.) The same thing was happening
down at Ohio' University at Athens. The
students were getting people into office who'
would do nothing.
The students don't feel that they are
residents even though the Census says that
they are." -
. The redistricting proposals evolved from
an effort to end what legislative jargon calls
3A- - Wagner Hadr Cbmpton Hall
Babcock Hall
Monyer House
; Slater House
r Hart Houss
;4E-Knar- on Hall
' Armington Hall
Stevsnson Hall
Ounn House
"stacking," the creation of districts with
irrational boundaries which effectively limit
' some groups'-participatio- n in the electoral
process.
However, many observers feel that the
present ward system exemplifies
"cracking," in which many legislative
districts exist and the strength of minority
group minority group members (students,
in this case) is effectively diluted.
Some feel that a challenge of the 1971
'redistricting plan could be presented as a
prima facie case, if students are interpreted
as a minority group. .
Council Reapportions Wards
Both local and national factors
contributed to the push for redistricting that
culminated in the plan approved August 2,
1971.
.
'
,
-
... ,
-
Recent Supreme Court decisions had
held that elective districts should be
apportioned along the lines of "one man,
one vote." Wooster's City Council districts
were a perfect example of districts whose
boundaries had to be reapportioned as a
result.
Until 1971, the Third Ward, a Republican
haven, comprised 51 of Wooster's
population, while the Democrat onro!led
First Ward contained only 9.
- This arrangement reinforced Republican
domination of all three-at-larg- e Council
seats;. former Councilman Paul Power .
recalls that, at one point, three Council
members lived on the same street in Ward .
Three. - - ,
As a result of this disproportionate
representation, Democratic Council
members, in 1967, made a public request to
then -- Mayor Tilford to consider
redistricting.
- ,r
Tilford soon convened the Citizens'
Advisory Committee, which consisted of
Republicans Ford Ross and Ralph Kane and
Democrats Bill Whitmore, Bill Thomasetti,
, and Paul Power. The committee, however,
decided to wait until after the 1970 Census
to begin redistricting hearings.
The committee ruled that the results of
that census would be more accurate than
any they might commission and would not
strain the city's budget as a private census
might. .
As a result, Wooster's first action on
redistricting in over half a century did not
get underway until late 1970.
Thistle Here
' Believe it or not...the Fall edition of
Thistle made it to both the presses and the
public. Due to popular demand additional
copies will arrive early next week and will be
available in Lowry. Thanks to ad who
submitted and helped!
The submission deadline for the Winter
edition is January 20. Original prose, '
.poetry, and art work will be accepted.
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Editorials
Keep Emm Slhora
'Like all newspapers, the WOOSTER VOICE has a limited amount of space in
which to cover a vast range of news and opinions. So. we'd like to remind you that
Letters to the Editor should be limited to 250 words that's enough space to make a
point clearly and concisely and ensure that your letter will be read.
' Also, any letter or article submitted to us must be typed. Our printer requires all
copy to be typed, so from now on. untyped articles and letters will NOT be accepted
unless prior arrangements have been made with the Editor-in-Chi-ef. -
.We also reserve the right as does any newspaper to edit Letters to the Editor for
the sake of clarity andor brevity. Some Letters to the Editor expressing Identical
sentiments may be acknowledged rather than printed in full. - i -
We're glad that we received so mar" letters last quarter; ifs an encouraging sign
for two reasons. Most importantly, ifs a sign that Wooster students are making a
conscious effort to voice their concerns, with the expectation that "they", the
decision-maker- s, will listen and act accordingly. Students are realizing that they are
the real decision-maker-s; it's virtually impossible to stand against a united, logically-organiz- ed
student body. -,-- ''' - "
Secondly, it seems to us a sign that more students are reading the WOOSTER
VOICE this year that just maybe we're finally making an impact on campus. We
hope so, because thafs the only reason this paper exists. To make sure we live up to
what you expect.. .
VOIGE Survey Important
:
...Please fill out the WOOSTER VOICE survey you received in your mailbox this
week. What you get out of the VOICE is directly proportional to what you put into it
Complaining to your friends does no good: if we don't hear your complaints, we
cant do anything about them, and chances are you'll be complaining about the
' same things next year at this time. The same goes for praise unless we know what
If anything we're doina right we can't take any steps to improve the VOICE.
- Our earlier surveys on Food Service and abortion advertising produced important
results because of your interest and effort. The WOOSTER VOICE survey is equally
important Tell US what you think we'll listen AND we'll do something about itl .
' time of Watergate-th- at you felt the press
was doing the job normally performed by
the police. Would you say the same thing
today? . ' - -.-
-
'.'
SCHORR: If I said police function, it wasn't
what I meant. What I meant was that at a
time when the whole system of justice had
bogged down because of the coverup, when
justice wasn't functioning, when the justice
department, the FBI and all the
organizations that sou Id have been
exposing Watergate weren't-the- y were in a
'subterranean fashion in the sense that
Wooster Voice
PUBLISHED WEEKLY DURING THE. ACADEMIC YEAR BY THE STUDENTS OF
THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER, Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of
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The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to theeditor from students, faculty,
administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater Wooster community. All
correspondence may be addressed to WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187, The College of
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.
- The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United. States Press Association and the
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people in the FBI who had some infor and
.
were outraged at the way it was being sat
upon would leak it out. The Watergate
situation was kept alive by the press at a
time when nothing was happening in the
government to keep it going and nothing
might ever happened. Similarly, since that
time, another example has been (he whole
CIA investigation. There never was a CIA
investigation until Sy Hersh printed a big
story in the New York Times in December,
1974 about Operation Chaos, the
surveillance of Americans-ah- d , oddly
enough that was when President Ford found
out about thatand he called in Colby and
that started the Rockefeller Commission
AvhichIed to the Congressional
investigations and
.
that led to
. the
assassination investigation. Congress has
known for 20 years that there are things
going on --inside the CIA which may have
been improper, but it took the press to.
explode a bomb" which . then started
Congress off. That's an essential function of
the press when the other parts of our
government aren't working.
INT: Do you see an analagous situation .
between Watergate and KCIA
investication?
SCHORR: The KCIA investigation is a very,
very special kind of thing because important
though it is for the press to find out what
other people won't tell them and force the
government to act, it is equally important ;
not to jump the gun and make sensational
charges whn you don't, have the evidence.
The problem with the KCIA investigation is "
that with Park off there in Korea, there isn't
any way at getting at what's really behind it
all. And it's not that the press is sitting back
and not doing anything. It's "where do you
go?? If the information js in our
government's files then a Sy Hersh will find
someone to tell him a little something about
it. But what do you do when the info isn't in
the government files and they don't have it,
and when they've been unable to get it, then
are you going to go merely on the rather --
plentiful suppositons what happened?... but
all that's been published. Everything about
what might have happened, the picture as it
looks...here is this money, hundred dollar
b31s,.we now know more or less what the
structure was. This guy had this rice and he
' ' '. ' 'continued on page 3
- T
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Life After Golle
(CPS-Gradua- te school can be a means
towards a professional for some students,
while others see it as a means for avoiding
the end altogether, of their education.
Consider the choices made by three grad
students between the ages of 26 and 27 after
they received their BA's: .
Jerry graduated from a school in Ohio
after concentrating in radio and television.'
He labored in a factory for two years with a
stint in a restuarant, saving money for out- - --
of-state tuition. After receiving a master's
degree in television, Jerry landed a cable TV
job. Disenchanted after a year with the job,
Jerry went to work, as a counselor in a
Schorr Speaks on Broadcasting Career
AN INTERVIEW WITH DANIEL
SCHORR -- ;'' --
Daniel Schoor "is currently touring the
country to promote his new book. Clearing
The Air, in which he discusses his years
with CBS and his perceptions of network .
broadcasting.' He also covers the events
which led to his dismissal and caused former
CIA director Helms to refer to him as "Killer
Schoor'. CPS interviewed Schoor in
Denver last week. . -
.
--
INT: Several years ago you told a University
of Rochester audience-th- is was around the
22?
children's home and now admits that a
degree in social work would have been a
better choice than the one he made while in
college, and has. decided not to return to
school until he is more certain of his
vocation. :
Tom graduated from an Ivy league school.
Will 1 S Wt.1 II I C--l 11 1 ICI 11 IJJ Ul IV1 Wtl 1L l.J,
sea for the US Oceanography Department,
in 1972: Tom traveled for sixyears and
began his master's in oceanography in
California this fall at the government's
-- expense. ' -
...
.1 '. ':
Abby split her four undergraduate years
majors until she decided on religious studies
four years ago. She went to work as a
fierretani on a tiniuorcitu roarrh nrniort
put tn some time at the college religious
center and then lobbied against world
hunger. "; ." -
.
;
- The students have one thing in common.
They were unsure about what to do after
college and all are passing tne trying--
twenties. T
In Passages, by Gail Sheehy, the trying
,
twenties are the years in which individuals
move from stages of choosing what they
don't want to do to doing what they are
student is offer a safe and familiar form for
transition during that period.
.
;.. ,
.Currently 20. percent of all
unaergraauaies siop oui or arop out oi
workday situations and vocational interests.'
.
employment recruiters are advising
potential graduate students to take this
route. . - -
,
.
' r;
., j-- tr
Eugene Piedmont, Graduate Registrar at
the University of . Massachusetts "at
A I : a. I 1 .1 . .1Jr-iiiuie- isi, iuuiiu uidi uiuei yicuuoie
students have definite career goals.
Nevertheless, many graduate students'
should not be on campus, according to Dick
Leter, a personal and psychological
counselor at boston University. Leter found
dissatisfaction among younger students--.
because they are either in a rush to get
ahead or Dostoone life's decisions. ", ''- - r'
David Daillie, Director of the Counseling
Assistance for Older Students, at fhe
University of Massachusetts, advises;
students over 25. Older staudents are more
motivated and able to use their abilities and
resources :u propel themselves into other
fields, something younger students jihd
cumcuir oecause tney nave never'venturea
awav from school, according to Daillie. '
TKaco Ufhrk rtrt cfratrtK Krrf-Mir- K nutting. sw ...w Zj tfuuiyii
degrees in human service, without peer'
uuicn.insi cum piiicwiuiiai cacikiii.c, .
and then assume the role of doctor, become" --
dangerous to themselves and others,
'added Daillie.
.
- f '
' -- mployment recruiters apparentlyT
appreciate ' older, advanced degree job
candidates.' . :; -- v." " ;" ' '"
"We're looking for a graduate with a clear '.
idea of where they are and a clear idea of'
where they are' headed. It takes time to get!
from number one to numhor two," said:
. .
continued on page 9 . 'J" '
'--
tr:-
-
-
---
---
; v ' ' J---
-
, -
' -
.
t " (CPS)-Gr- ad programs, are inadequately )
- suited to the needs of students and '
; employers. That's the finding of the National ".
'-
-' Board on Graduate Education (NBGEK
.
' which ended a three-yea- r study in 1976,
'. .yr3in9 universities to place less emphasis on
the preparation of research scholars and
stress advanced training o older women
; and men who already have jobs. .. . , . -
:V-
-
;: Institutions shouldn't, pattern their
programs after Harvard and Berkeley but
an "important mission does exist in serving
a local clientele - with part-tim- e, applied
master's and professional --doctoral
v.V pTograms,,' the Board said. ; ' " j
.
ii-Th-
e NBGE also predicted as few as ten
percent of the new Ph.d's will secure faculty
employment in the naxt decade.' .'. - .
' Allen Carter, while a. UCLA economist,
--- wasn't so bearish in a study completed for
; the Higher Education Research Institute in
- J 1976. Carter found close to 70 percent of the
'Ph.d's in the last decade involved Mn
teaching.
The doctorate outlook for health-relate- d
areas like microbiology and physiology is
j 7" bullish, but there's, a .depression in the
- languages, philosophy and history ,
according to Carter. In 1976 the National
?
" Center for Educational Statistics reported
" increases in master's doctoral and
professional degrees-i- n humanities,, social
V: and natural sciences since 1963, increases
;r "that will continue to rise steadily through .
.
. : 1983. The largest surplus will be in the arts,
' humanities and education where the ratio of
.
"candidates to jobs wil be five to one, predicts
the "Bureau of Labor's Division of-,- -: '
V Occupational Outlook. In engineering and '
physical sciences, those finding jobs will
.. outnumber those who don't between now- --
; BookHimrDan'l 'fi
: : (CPS)-Th- is book was stolen from Harvard
: , Library. It was later recovered. The thief
; was sentenced to two years hard labor.".
. That benediction is stamped on the flyleaf
: of 2500 books appropriated by a Harvard
5 student circa 1932. This yearanother light-- .
.
V' fingered Harvardian was , suspended for
- purloining an estimated three to five
" thousand times. ' ;
.
.
,
.' ''' Harvard, isn't the only victim of library '"
f larceny. Recent inventories revealed that in :
y; a two-deca- de period, students copped i.
30,000 books from the University of
";.t. Maryland (College Park) and 15,000 from ;
. the Claremont Colleges in California. A spot '
--7 check at the University of Nebraska
f indicated a loss of 1800 volumes. -- ;
-
. Students arc fairly catholic in what books '
they-- pilfer A survey conducted by thej Chronicle of Higher Education indicated'
- that photography books, cook books,
' r manuals on drugs and sex.and specialized '
; Z law, medical and social science texts all tend
to have short shelf lives. i ; ' . :r 7 Even more serious is the sharp increase in
"
" book mutiliation.- - Rather than risk r
.', detection, students simply remove the '
-
. pass or articles they wish to read. Last
i? year,' the library of George Washington
University, displayed a collection of
" mutilated and bartered books in their lobby.
A sign accompanying the atrocities advised
- patrons that --photocopying was a mere 5
.f.7 cents a page, whereas replacement of a ;
mutilated book ran anywhere from $35 to.
' $50 dollars. In 1974-7-5, mutilation and theft
cost George Washington $281,000 dollars.
Library officials are wary of assigning
dollar figures to the thefts. U. Nebraska
?
"-
- guestimated a loss of $27,000 dollars. The
.-
- University of .California at Berkeley feels
t they loose about $100,000 annually. -
: Many libraries, hoping technology will
.-- succeed where morality has failed, have
' ' installed elaborate electronic detectors. If a
book isn't properly check out, then a labie
in the book triggers an alarm. According to
.' Lan Dyson, director of Berkeley's Moffitt
;i'-
-.
Library, "a good system should cut losses at
least 50 percent" '.- -
..
..
and 1985. '' '7 J-vrV- ' r
Medical school applications decreased in i
1975-7-6 after climbing rapidly for nine years. '
The Association-- of American Medical --
Colleges attributes the drop to malpractice - v
suits, the uncertainty of a national health
t insurance policy, the fear ' of socialized - -.-
-. medicine, medical school tuition and a
.' negative public attitude toward physicians. - '
Overall, graduate enrollment slipped in
.
1976-77- , according to John Ryan, Assistant
to the President of the Council of Graduate --
Schools in Washington, JXC. While '
graduate enrollment dropped only 2.3
: percent, it marked the first decline in five
years at institutions that award 99 percent of
the Ph.d's and 84 percent of the master's "
. degrees in the US. ' . r
Government statistics do not exist for the
- number of grad students who actually earn '
- their degrees: . Apparently, more, students"-- 7
finish a master's program than" those
working on a doctorial program. The--
"
flunkout rate is very low because of pre- - ;
But that figure had slipped to just over "admission scrutiny over transcripts,.
one-ha- lf in 1974. graduate record exams, and letters of;
recommendation.. . . '
" The stagnant economy of ,the
.
1970's '
ended the flourishing in graduate,
enrollment. Prospective grad students-shoul- d
take stock of Caroline Bird's..belief "
that a college education is the "dumbest
investment you can make" in The Case
Against College, which may have added
' importance today. ' .
i -- i
...he fearj
ef he Left arc
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Schorr Interviewed oil Mass-Medi- a Careers
- continued from page 2 ' ; .
"forced himself into, a position to be an
v exclusive agent for rice, took a rake,, the
rakeoff was then used, to '.bride
congressman. What is it we don't know. We
don't know which congressman. .. ' . I- - . V
' As important as it is to pin people to the
wall, who should be pinned to the wall, it is
; equally important to pin them before' you
have the evidence. J -- - .
INTr CPS . has been . investigating the
SAVAK, " DINA and the KCIA. The
information on covert activities by these
agents in the US is practically nonexistent.
Where can you go, or where can you look to
'break atory that you know is true but you ;
cannot corroborate? t " . .
SCHORR: Peoole think that because of biq
stories that have come out, thatall it takes is
an agressive press to get It. For every story
that comes out there are twenty that you
can't get at . The resources of the
"government for keeping its secrets are far- -
greater than people suppose. I don't find out
more than 1100 of what I ought to find out
And when I do it's frequently ah accident.
People don't have to worry about the
country's secrets; 99.9 percent of them are
still secret,' including a lot of things, that
.
shouldn't be. There has been too much of
the Woodward-Bernstei- n syndrome
pervading me country so people think the '
press is so great and so smart that all they
have to do is go to work on something and
they find out. There are a lot of reporters
working on the CongressKCIA story and
working very hard on it. They just have not
been breaking the story. Lots of stories just '
don't get broken. "Sy Hersh has been
working on four of five stories in the last two
years that he can't get anywhere on.
.
INT: It's" really necessary for Sy Hersh to
find someone in the government to leak a
'document-th-e most famous - is Deep
Throat. Wouldn't S1437, the update'of SJ, .
dry up this kind of investigative journalism '
.altogether?
.
SCHORR: I think the bill is very dangerous
--They make a big point that it's not directed
.
against the press, but the fact of the matter
is that if you make leaking a crime then the
person who received the leak is at least a :
witness to the crime. At that point you call '
him and say we have nothing against you, '
we just want to know who leaked this to vol-- -- ':
and the grand jury then has you and I sayins
that.Jve debated Colby on this two or
- three times. Everytime he makes a speech
' and I'm there, he says 'we believe in the first
' amendment; we're not going to do anything .
to the press, we just want to keep control, of
our government officials."
.
, But you establish this as a crime, and then
you involve reporters as at least witnesses if
not accomplices.. , ;
; INT: Can television, under the direction of a
Paley or a Stanton, really do investigative
journalism? You can get the story out as well
as print? Or better?
SCHORR: Look, television is a means of
communication. To ask whether television
can do something is to ask whether a
telephone can do something is to ask
telephone can do something. Television is a
means of massive communication. You can
put on it what you will TV news can do
whatever the people want it to do. They are
very responsive to what people want.. .if
they are people in large numbers. In the end,
people get what" they' deserve. And if
television has been bad, it's because people
vant bad television. Bad television tends to
.
' drive out good television. Ifyou do something '
.
' good and a competing station does
something bad, their ratings will go up. You
get a shake-u- p on the good station and they
'
.
say let s get more of that' CBS tried to keep
certain standards, but ABC's success is
putting enormous pressure on CBS to go
down the road. I get tired of people coming
and saying TV is bad Television is an empty
vessel which a$ it want .to do is to please
you.. .and get you to tune in so they can sell
commercials. And if you tell 'em you're
going to tune in for lousy stuff, you're gonna
get lousy stuff. If you teU them that you're
gonna tune in for good, stuff and a lot of ,
information well -- presented then they'll'
provide it. ' , .
INT: You're a lot more idealistic about TV
than I am. "...' '
SCHORR: It's ; not idealistic, on the
' contrary, it's the opposite of idealistic. Ifs
what happens in a market economy. These
are people selling to a market They want to
know what the consumer wants. And the --
consumers as a whole have indicated very
low taste. ' I " ;;. v, ' ' . " .
INT: Most television critics describe it as a ;
big business. Who actually has more say in
how" the news is presented; the :"
businessmen or consumers? Who comes
first? ' vv-;--'- r : .; -
SCHORR: Consumers" won't affect
coverage of news but they will affect how
much news you get. A local station is
another matter. Local stations are getting
worse and worse . simply because
consumers want it . worse and worse.
Consumers want people to laugh on
television and tell funny stories and call that
news.'
INT: Do you think that trend is going to
continue?
SCHORR: Well, I don't know' if it's going to
continue, but if it dojes a lot of newspeople
are going to slit their throats. On networks,
it's another matter. On networks, it's not a
matter of how to cover the news; generally
they'll cover the news more or less. But the
real basic decision isn't how the news is
covered, but how time is allocated It is
1
whether or not, when a big event is going
you are going to knock off the soap operas
and cover what's really going on so people
will know. The real decisions which
determine the history of our country today
is what television chooses to cover and not
cover. It was nip and tuck on the Senate
Watergate Committee, but finally John
Dean came out and it looked like it was
going to be an explosive story, they finally
decided to go with live coverage. If they had
--not, I'n convinced that Nixon would have
be in office until the end of last year
Because it was through the Seriate --
Watergate hearings that the people reaDy
came to understand what the Nixon White.
House was all about If it had been in the
newspapers it wouldn't have had that effect. ;
And so while people have their eyes glued to
Cronkite and Chancellor, and all that, that is
not really what counts; what counts is. that ;:
when big things happen, what is television
going to do in allocating the time to show it :
; and how it's going to show it.
The biggest decisions are when the news ,"
department goes to the television networks l
and says that there is a big, important thing --
aoinq on and well need an hour toniaht. or a
halt hour tomorrow to teU about it and the '
.television network ays 'get lost'. That is 4i
when the public is suffering. You can get
time today everytime Carter wants a press
conference; they will interrupt what they are ?
doing and get Carter on the air. That's the
president, : you don't
.
mess with the :f
president. It is not that way on any other '
important issue which may arise. They'
wouldn't do it on the Burt Lance story-r-- J
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WOMEN'S CAREER DAY
: SATURDAY, JANUARY 21,1970
key activities
;', v RESUME WRITING Md INTERVIEW TECHNIQUE WORKSHOPS
Monday ,
Tuesday
Wednesday
'January 9
January 10
January 11
LIFE PLANNING WORKSHOPS ' -
Sunday - :'' January 15 -
,' DECISION MAKING WORKSHOPS
' Saturday
.
: January 21 -
CAREER DAY:
.
X
: Saturday January 21;
Wooster Women Benefit
Career Day
' --
. On Saturday. January 21. the Women's
Resource Center in conjunction with the
- Career Planning and Placement Office will
1
-
1 1 T !v nnovts a wunKni vareer uay lor ail
riesnmen, oopnomore, uuruor ana senior
. . IIK.L. . ti t! 1 1 i t twmiieit vvisiKui i um euiu uuui levels OI
y viul ikivc UCCII IC9CIWU IUl U115
- event Career Day will present all Wooster
. tumrwn unrn xn Anrwm irt-- M w
" interviewed for an entry-lev- el career where
1 At tl .- - mm
'J WHg VWUVUIIVI 09 .
career-relate- d summer appointment. V
C Wooster women will also be presented
wmi cui ufM Luiuiy iu msujiins laiiuucu wiLii
' new careers available within corporations.
- enabling them to prepare themselves for .
career options through appropriate course
wont women wifl be able to interview andfMl ltlitkM.Ji.. " f awiui m f,maic anu proiessionai SCnOOi
.' representatives and become familiar with
testing procedures and materials. Career
:, Day for Women will be preceded by a week
of counseling which will focus on Efeplanning, decision malting, resume writing
ana interview techniques.
! The Women's Resource Center is
convinced that many women on campus-posses- s
the interest and the ability to'
assume leadership responsibilities in such
capacities as graduate students nA
managerial positions within industry. In thepast, few women have aspired to such
positions. Custom and tradition "m the maie-dominat- ed
graduate schools and business
worlds, social pressure to enter so-calle- d
women's fields such as teaching, nursing,
social work and secretarial areas, as well as"
women's own lack of self-confiden- ce have
worked against them.
Women with liberal arts undergraduate
degrees, whose studies have provided them
with a broad background, but who have a
lack ot specific skSIs are often discouraged
from seeking out graduate schools as well as
business careers and managerial
responsibility ; -
Moreover, jocial attitudes toward women
in business, and many graduate fields have
until quite recently, been negative. Women
need support in their efforts to rise to
7:00 p.m. to 8JO p.m.
7.-0-0 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. "
WISHART HALL and LOWRY CENTER 5 ': j
.--
,
--
' 930a.m. to 11JO a.m.
.
.
-
'
.-
-"';'-'
,":"T.
Individual student interviews with prospective employers - .,
; " LOWRY STUDENT CENTER, Main Floor "
1KX) p.m. to 5.-0-0 p.m. . ' , , : l.' - V . :
Booths, displays. Visual Aids, General Information - ?. .;--
.
' ':
.
" "
Afl Corporations ,: - - , ;- -. W- -
.
AD women at The College of Wooster ' . - ' ;
v. LOWRY STUDENT CENTER, Lower Floor . i?.- - " "
.,
l.-o-o p.m. to 50 p.m: :.- - ' . r ; i
.
.
Graduate School Information Activities 1 j, '.'..'" v- -
.
'-
- Gradual School Interviews : ,
.
"'
. Testing Information
..
: '.'Z ' ;' . " : , ' - --
'
"
' ,
- AD Women at The College of Wooster .Vr -
4 Sign-u-p sheets for ALL WORKSHOPS and INTERVIEWS are posted on the bulletin board next to the Off S
office on the lower floor of Lowry Center!
Presemis
managerial positions and in seeking
graduate school admissions as well as help
- in understanding how societal pressures
have worked against them, what their own
' attitudes are, and what they can do to cope
with, the unique interpersonal situations
they will encounter. -
Resume Writing and Interview Technique
Workshops will be held on Monday,
January 9, Tuesday, January 10, and
Wednesday, January 11 from 7:00p.m. until
8:30 p.m. On Sunday, January 15 Life
Planning Workshops will be held from 1:00
p.m. until 5:00 p.m. and Decision Making
Workshops will be offered in Lowry Center .
Womsn'o Esspuree Genier
' Provides : Oppdrtunitie!
On Saturday, January 21, the Women's
Resource Center in conjunction with the
Career Planning and Placement Office are
planning a Women's Career Day at The
College of Wooster, which will focus on four
major objectives: (1) An opportunity for
women students to be interviewed for an
entry-lev- el career where they cart use a
college education concurrent with
opportunities to be interviewed for a career-relate- d
summer appointment,' (2) an
opportunity" to become familiar with new
careers available with corporations which
will enable women to prepare themselves,
adequately for career options through
appropriate course work, (3) an opportunity
for women to be interviewed and meet withgraduate and professional school
representatives and (4) to provide a week of
counseling which wifl focus on Efe planning
for women, decision making, resume writing
ana interview teennjquesr- -
Career Day to be held on this college
campus. Further, President Henry
Cope land will welcome one or more faculty
representatives from each academic
department, recruiters, graduate school
MbrksHop
during Career Day. All women are invited to
participate in these workshops. . Sign-u- p
, sheets are located on the bulletin board next
--
.,to the CPPS office, lower level,- - Lowry
&-Cen-
terv --jr.;-'. .: f".:''''
":" Women's Career Day plans to attract
over 60 representatives from corporations,
professional and graduate schools and
alumnae pursuing both graduate education
and careers. Women who wish to sign up for
entry-lev- el career, interviews, ' summer
career-relate- d appointments and graduate
school interviews are requested to do so
immediately on sheets posted next to theCPPS office, lower level, Lowry Center.
HERE Jcfa -- BITE THE-- BULLET'
, representatives ana women alumni at aluncheon hosted by the Resource Center at
the Wooster Inn from 11:30 a.m until 1:00
p.m-
- on Career Day. The Resource Centerhas also requested that each department be
encouraged to meet with their women
majors prior to Career . Day in order to
encourage a more positive faculty-stude- nt
relationship and to inform women about
specific major-relate- d careers.
Two floors of Lowry Center have been
reserved along with rooms in Wishart HalL
Tables will be set up for each
representative with room for product
displays in Lowry, while Wishart will be used
iur inuivrauai sruaent interviews. In the
small rooms in Lowry, informative talks bygraduate school and corporate
representatives will be held on topics related
to women and the pit will be used for invited
Wooster alumnae working professionally or
To this end, the Women's Resource i53 ortr , Mutauons aooui careerchoices and life goals.
r- - The week of workshops preceding
Career Day will hopefully prepare women to
participate , fully in this experience, by
supporting them in their efforts to acquire
and assess " information, develop
; alternatives and strategies and apply these
processes to personal, educational and
career decisions. Through trained '
' facilitators from The Women's Resource
Center. these workshnn mill onaVtln
Wooster women to be prepared to ask'questions and learn what career .
opportunities are available as well as
successfully complete an interview. ;
Women's Career Day and the preceding
. week of counseling will be both immediately
valuable and serve" as the foundation forincorporating an awareness of the
opportunities and potentials of women intothe four year curriculum at Wooster.Concrete knowledge of the working world
beyond the college campus is beneficial to
both faculty and students. More critically,
applying life planning experiences to the
academic life at Wooster will help broaden
the vision and scope of women at Wooster
in the future.
In
Gamteir Betrays Voters
CARTtR REDUX .
Bv Ken Sokolow -
(CPSBaltimore)-Bac- k in November of 75,
the Democrats held a Presidential
Candidate Forum here in Baltimore, on the
campus of the John Hopkins University. At
the mini-conventi- on of sorts, six men who
sought the 1976 nomination got a chance to
state their views to an audience comDOsed
Vi almost entirely of liberals (A.D.A., N.O.W.,
N.D.C.-ge- t the picture?) Morris Udall,
n--
, Sargent Shriver, Birch Bayh, Milton Shapp,
.Hriand Fred Harris all tried to out-liber- al each
other, while Terry Sanford, who have been
- r.Sovernor of North Carolina in antediluvian
--; days, posed as a voice of moderation, more
. in tune with the national mood.
An even more obscure character than
those guys (and none of them was exactly a
? ' household word), a former governor of
Georgia named Carter, was scheduled to
T appear at the forum but did not show up. A
. spokesman explained that Governor Carter
n. was in Florida trying to convince party
activists there that he, and not George
Wallace was the true voice of the South.
This line drew some applause from the
' audience. They sure as heD didn't know who
:'.' Jimmy Carter was, but anybody trying to
'
.
take votes away from Wallace was all right in
their. book. In mine, too. "
'
.
I went to New Hampshire in January of
76-- it was the site of my first and only
": meeting with Jimmy Carter.
The food was great at the party at
Jimmy's headquarters, the crowd of people
'
. waiting for Jimmy's arrival friendly, but
there was something odd about the
gathering: everybody else there was from1
.Georgia. The grand opeing and Jimmy's
speech were open to the public, but the
natives did not show up to be enlightened.
.T No, the Carter campaign had flown up
"
: dozens of - shock-troop- s from the
candidate's home state to spread the gospel
- according to peanuts and it was these
reverse carpetbaggers (along with several
" network reporters , and myself) who
comprised his first audience in Nashua.
Jimmy strode into the little storefront
headquarters clad in a Levi's leisure suit, a
' man-o- f average height with or anage-brow- n
; hair, a wrinwed tace, and that godawful gnn
- which the voters came to love (and much of
- the press to despise.) He climbed on top of a
table and was off and running with his short
; 'trademark speech: I'm not a lawyer and I'm
not from Washington.
wnnvnRK TMYn-H-Man- v American
rJ students are being tricked into paying large
' fees to Caribbean medical schools that have
;5 no accreditation and in some, cases are no
J more than mailroom operations, accordingjJto the director of accreditiation for the
1 Association of American Medical Colleges.
;1 Irt a recent speech, Dr. James Schofield
t "i charged some medical schools located in
I the Caribbean, primarily Puerto Rico, withj? soliciting students through mainland
U newspaper ads. . The ripped off students
?3 who go there will never get a chance to
: practice medicine in this country," he said. --
V Dr. Schofield identified three of the :
;3 schools by name: Boriquen , University,
3 DHostos School of Medicine, and the
r ' University de Caribe. Any college claiming
v to be accredited by the World Health
' Organization of the United Nations is likely
: to be fraudulent, he said, because that
organization only lists schools, not accredits
'
them;
.
L ' ." ; '; v;-- v
' ITHACA, NY (CH) - Thousands, of
T Cornell University students marched
f through campus chanting, a bonfire was
L built, and several hundred protesters
occupied the administration building briefly,
: earlier this month.;
The issue: more vacation. tuThe
demonstrating students want some type of
vacation to break up the long academic
- stretch between the-sta- rt of classes m
Now I had seen Robert Altman's
- Nashville, in which soundtracks brought
unseen candidate Hal Philip Walker's
message to the people: "There are too many
Washington lawyers in government." Here,
in the flesh, was Hal Philip Walker. Life
doesn't always imitate art. Sometimes it
: imitates shlock! . . - '
Tm a farmer and a nuclear engineer,"
Jimmy continued. On days when, he was
feeling especially self-confide- nt, . I later
.
learned, the candidate would call himself "a
nuclear physicist."! Today he was using the
soft sell Carter soon threw it open for
questions, his aides and their shills asked
some1 carefully rehearsed ones for the I
benefit of the TV cameras, and Carter gave
his standard answers, usually starting with
; continuedbumuiueu uioni pagest 10ij
raiding and to insure that only body fat is
U.S. College News Briefs
was a practical joke between friends," said
William Pancoast, resident assistant of a
dorm at the University of New Hampshire.
Dean of Students Jane Newman wasn't
laughing, though, as she removed four
students fromthe university after they were
charged by. police with attempted arson.
As a prank the students had allegedly
jammed shut the door of a room belonging
to two freshmen and set it aflame, "it was a
serious crime," said a UNH police sergeant.
.The whole thing has been blown out of
proportion," said resident assistant
Pancoast, "damage was minimal." The
university Work Control Coordinator
estimated the cost of refinishing'or replacing
"the door at $120 to $175. ; .
Arson is a class A felony in New
Hampshire, punishable by seven to 15 years
in prison. .,' .
COLLEGE PARKid. (CH) - University
of Maryland Athletic Director Jim Kehoe
doesn't think a band's halftime performance
is the place to make political comment.
Kehoe complained about a skit
rvrformedpen a bvoy theuw visitingvmiuivj viUniversityuvci jny of
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Liquid Protein-- ' May Cause Death
(CPS)A 'liquid protein' diet that promises
losses of up to ten pounds a week has
attracted followers in the thousands.-Amon- g
them were 16 women who have died .
in recent months from sudden heart
irregularities. Their deaths, according to the
FDA, were a result of the diet. V
; The deaths prompted the FDA to begin
procedures to require the 35 makers of the
liquid protein to put a warning label on their
products. The companies, as expected, are
balking, even though months ago they knew
that the diet could cause serious health
problems or death, and had already caused
side effects such as hair loss, gallbladder
flare-up- s, -- kidney' problems, gout, and
nervous disorders.
The liquid protein diet is simple. No food
is eaten. The "predigested protein liquid" is
taken in two tablespoon doses four times a
' day, along with one to two quads of water or
other non-calor- ic liquids. Easily available in
most drugstores and health food storesTthe
protein liquid is derived from uncured
cowhide and beef tendons, vnth heavy
artifical flavorings masking the flavor.
The advantage of the protein supplement
diet over a complete fast is that, with the
latter, the body must burn its own protein in
order to supply glucose to the brain. This
means that the body must eventually invade
muscle tissue and vital oraans in order' to
maintain its metabolism. The supplement is
designed to prevent such body-protei- n
consumed.
The diet works. The women who died, for
example, had lost an average of 90 pounds.
.The average loss is from three to seven
pounds a week, depending on the size and
sex of the dieter. A man in Cleveland lost
321 pounds in 365 days (he weighted 565
before the diet.) , ,
The Cleveland man was under doctor s
supervision, as were the 16 women. The
.
liquid protein makers acknowledge (though
they don't say that on their product) that the
diet should be used under a doctor's care.
But few doctors have the training,
experience, and equipment necessary to
monitor such a program, says Dr. George
Blackburn, Harvard nutrition expert.
There areliquid protein weight loss clinics
and special liquid protein programs to some
hospitals. These, say many dieticians, are
the safest way to go. Hospitals, in fact, have
.been using liquid protein for years to treat
obesity.
Specialized programs first give patients
tests to determine if they are appropriate
candidates for the program and what
minerals, vitamins and liquids they need to
,nnnr th toi This is an important
advantageo i uveiover homeihjiiws dieters, as it has been
theorized that the cause of death for the 16
women was a potassium deficiency, which
lead to the short-circuitin- g of the normal
electrical impulses to the heart. Patients
come back for weekly checkups and
monitoring and attend behavior
modification sessions to change their eating
habits.
The programs, however, are expensive
and often booked for months in advance.
The program at Mt. Sinai Hospital . of
Cleveland costs $150 a month plus about
$20 a week for medication. They now treat
about 400 people and 300 more arc waiting.
Patients at Robert Linn's four clinics pay
an initial $120 and $60 weekly. Linn
developed his own blend of liquid protein
called "Prolinn", which sells widely at the
retail level He has also written book called
The Last Chance Diet",. More than two
million copies have sold. ,
Obviously. liquid protein is big business,
and big business has never had a record of
regulating itself. Consumers have proven
that regardless of proven hazards, they like
the diet. The question now is whether
anyone will be concerned enough to do
something.
U.S. Criminal Code
. Examined9
rrx;uA --nntroversial bill that would revise
the US Criminal Code has passed a Senate
Committee and is heading for
Congressional action in 1978. The 400 page
bill is designed to replace the approximately
3,000 federal criminal laws' passed by
Congress during the last 180 years.
Supporters claim " the bill will simply
streamline the archaic code but a eolation of
civil libertarians has charged that the bill is
ah attempt to impose repressive laws under
the guise of modernization.
Titled Senate Bin 1437, the current
proposal is the result of a compromise
between Senate liberals and conservatives
after the original bill, SI, was killed after a
broad colition of organizations attacked it as
an assault on democratic rights. "Some are
willing to sell their birthright for a police
state," editorialized the Los Angeles Times
in 1975 when S--l was being debated.
Newspapers nationwide joined the attack
on S--l and there was a chorus of criticism
from groups ranging from the American
Civil Liberties Union to the National
Committee Against Repressive Legislation.
In an effort to salvage the much needed
reform of the US criminal Code, Liberal
Senator Edward Kennedy and the
.
late
Conservative Senator John L. McClellan
worked together to produce S1437, which
has the support of the Carter
Administration. Although some of the more
onerous features of SI- have been removed
Virgina pep band which depicted converted or softened, groups like NCARL still oppose
Maryland governor ikm vu iiai iuci - a . . .
led to a guillotine. "Mr. Mandel and his An editorial in the progressive paper 'In
family often attend the Mayland games and These Times' condemned the legislation
we would not like to have him insulted on saying: "the pending administration bill
our campus.? Kehoe said. He called the skit codifies old and creates new law destructive
"in bad taste" and "presumptious." 'ZJJ1.... prefs,L5ce
er i t inn nublic assembly and
demonstration, and of trade union rights to
strike and picket. It expands the conspiracy
law to include catch-al- l felonies of 'abetting'
and 'soliciting', which means counseling,
advising, or advocating. It expands the
authority of the executive, of congressional
committees, the military, the police, and of
judges to intimidate and curtail free speech
and assembly in protest against government
actions."
College students could be subject to
arrest for demonstrating against campus
military research under the bill. One section
makes it a crime to tamper with or damage
facilities or property in a way which
obstructs the ability of the US or an ally to
prepare for or engage in defense activities.
Coupled with other sections of the bill. It
would be possible to arrest students under
the logic that, their demonstrations were
' '
obstructing military research.
The bill makes it a crime for current or
former government employee to leak
information documenting illegal actions by
public officials or government contractors
to the press. Further, it deprives journalists
of their First Amendment right to keep news
sources confidential.
S-14- 37 does tidy up the disparity in
criminal sentencing which allows one bank
robber to get probation, while another
receives 25 years. The bill establishes a
commission charged with establishing
uniform sentencing guidelines. S1437 also
attacks the parole system as "largely
useless" and redirects penal emphasis away
from rehabilitation and toward deterrence,
just punishment and the protection of public
safety.
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Student
'
(CPS)-Stude-nts around the country are
responding to tuition increases with a
mixture of organized protest, legal action
and practical humor.
: The issue has become top priority as last
year, the median price of attending college
rose, on the national level, to $630 for state
r6idents and $1,521 for non-residen- ts
according to data from 135 four-yea- r and
graduate campuses belonging to the-- !
National Association of State Universities
and Land-Gra- nt colleges (NASULGC).
Inflation continues to take most of the blame
together with charges by universities that
state legislatures and other sources are not
providing adquate appropriations.
Professional schools have been hit the
'hardest and some students feel they have
had enough. More than 300 medical
students at Northwestern University near
Chicago, IU. filed suit this tall against tneir
administration to block a 57 percent
increase that became effective for the 1977-7-8
term. Tuition there rose from $4350 for
1976 to $6,855 for 1977:
. Northwestern officials reportedly claimed
that the increase was to cover --costs of the
medical program without relying on state
and federal aid, a trend that is increasing at
many private institutions. But one medical
student claimed that the University ignored
$500,000 in state aid which could have offset
the tuition increase.
Students involved in the class action suit
hope to place a 10.4 percent ceiling on
tuition increases beginning this year which
would hike this year's tuition by only $450.
As of Nov. 21, the University had not
answered the students' charges.
Atjhe same time, students at the
-
University of Maryland had their own way of
protesting a $60 tuition increase. When Dr.
Samuel Hoover of the University of
Maryland's Board of Regents announced
the hike, the school newspaper quoted him
as savnar -
"Now $60 isn't very much. Anybody
. ought to be able to go out and earn that.
Why they ought to come over and see me, .
FD give them a job helping me pull weeds in
my lawn." V
The students were not moved by what
they called Hoover's flippancy and as a
result, more than 400 applications were
: Protest Hwh CoS'li if, lidiiacaiOim
mailed to Hoover for this gardening job.
Free ads were run in the paper for several
weeks and two plastic bags, gift-wrappe- d,'
which held the applicatili tions were turned
Ce!,aPP"Ca""5 S'"",,d 90 ' " " Novemoer SluHents
g. 1 "'llHMiNWi,.,.
1 SffiK R0U0H FPR YOU YMGWY AND HAVP DP V AND MOM? 'FAULTED ON YOUR
.mm
over to Hoover at a meeting on Nov. 18.
Hoover called the protest "completely,
out of order" and "contrary to the way we
operate." .Hoover added that the action
would not do the students any good, and
'70's
(CPS- )- While books and surveys are hitting
the national market about what really
Students Ban Products
(CPS)-Stude- nts have often used their
collective power to ban products on campus
that represent harmful moral concerns. In
many western states, for example, students
have been successful in banning Coors beer
from the campus because they believe the
Coors company institutes discriminatory
and repressive conditions for its workers.
At UCLA, environmental concern has
prompted a ban. The student government
recently voted to ban aerosal products with
fluorocarbon propellants from sale at --the
Student's Store, reports the UCLA Daily
Bruin. The reasoning comes from research
showing that fluorocarbons destroy the
earth's O7one layer, and allow harmful
BEALL AVE
ECON-O-WAS- H
., (Just North of th College)
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 - 4:15
$40
radiation to reach the earth's surface.
The ban will set a precedent, said a
student government official by. "banning
the sale of a product for ' non-ecomi- c
reasons."
The passage of the ban was aided by a bill
passed this summer i by ' the ' California
legislature which prohibits the. sale of"
fluorocarbon products after April 15, 1979.
Research statistics estimating that there '
would be a 30-4- 0 percent increase of skin
cancer cases yearly in the US if
fluorocarbon products continued to be used
at their present rate has prompted action on
a Federal level. ..
Grace's Wine
Shoppe
248 W. North Street
262-586- 6 :
REFRIGERATOR
S fFOR'SALE!W
"the
Education wa requesting a $2.7 million
appropriation to offset the need for the
tuition hike.- -' ' r -- ' "
The applications for the weed job were
left behind by Hoover at the end of the
Misinformed
. happened to tnose children of the sixties, a
University of Wisconsin poll has taken those
questions to the survivors of the seventies
.
and found that today's youth "does what it's
told, sits happily 20 hours a week in front of-televi- sion,
and while they can identify the
, newscasters, they have trouble with the ,
newsmakers. . -- r -- Jj-v --f
About 300 University students in
introductory history courses responded to ..
the survey which found that next to the '
former Charlie's Angel, Walter Mondale
was the most recognized person. Least
known public figure was Stansfield Turner, ;
director of the CIA.' . -- ': .
Quite' a few students said you should
brush you teeth with MK Ultra (which was
actually an insidious drug program
conducted by the CIA on college campuses '
during the 50's). The same group thought
the DEA was a campus fraternity.
4 In ttv Coll9 Hill S HjO P
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No Art Harmful?
(CPS j-Ac- cording to Saturday Review last
. month, children deprived of art may suffer- -
brain damage. -- ' ' v ;
"-Wr-
itten by Roger Williams, the article is i.
'based on the work of husband and wife team 1
; Dr. Robert Masters and Dr. Jean Houston. --
Achild deprived of art stimulation is f
"systematica cut off from the ways he can i
perceive the world... his brain is; systematically damaged," says Houston.--
Dr. Masters, explained that if "current
r thinking is correct, that arts come out of the .
right side or visual side of the brain, you are ...
obiously damaging the brain if you do not ' .
cultivate that side as weD as the analytic s
side.""- -; '. - ; . ;
The researchers see" the de-emphasiz- ing -- Z
of the arts in early education as a retardent '.
to brain development
.
- '.
'-
-' y V
: This kind of stunting may effect the child's :
ability to-gra- sp abstract concepts in math;";'
and science. " '.
.
-- A'";
,
"Inevitably," writes Williams', "the arts are'
among the first victims of scalpel wielding. .
administrators."
v7
! fillltUinjtD I !
WOO$TER FI$H
tp Sa -Foods : . :
featuring...
" v. lobster , " -- !
'
catfish
;;- - shrimp;
"
y--l- - frogtegs ' V
: turbot 'r'r ''
Oysters --
.scallops --
" BBQribs
.:
'' RESTAURANT 4
; --J-', and
RETAIL FRESH FISH
I 2S2-C33- 1 --
230 N. Buckeye
A year after the stories appeared,, the "
' Utah Attorney General, Robert Hansen,
.
has filed suit charging two U. of Utah
student reporters with libe! in connection
.
" with allegations that he abused the powers
of his office. .'; -- .V -
7 ' An articie that appeared Nov. 9; 1976, in
.
. the student" newspaper, the Daily Utah
...Chronicle, alleged that: Hansen used his
:.. powers as attorney general to change the
.-
-; bar exam scores for his daughter-in-la- w and
: ; a clerk in Hansen's law office from a failing to
; f a passirjtj mark. Hansen is claiming that the "
.
. article; and subsequent follow-up- s and
. editorials, are untrue and a malicious
v attempt at defamation. He is seeking
$25,000 from the former editor-in-chie- f, --.
. t Robert Walker, and former associate editor,
'Andrew Welch. - ' . , . .
Interviewed by Collegiate Hedlines,
7 Welch claims that his story is true and
offered to take a polygraph test to prove the
.-
.-j veracity if his allegations. Hanson. Welch
; said, told his daughter-in-la- w and the clerk's
"some influence" with the state bar, and
-- "offered "to help her out with the exam.".
Both the daughter-in-la- w and the clerk's
in his private law practice. A second
involved an allegation that. Hansen
, deliberately disobeyed a judge's order to
remain silent on certain aspects of a
pornography case so as not to prejudice thejury. The stories were prepared but not run, :
Welch said, "because the television station's
general manager couldn't feel comfortable
with them." although the station's news
directors said they were fair and accurate
Welch quit when the stories were rejected.
When called by Collegiate Hedlines,
Hansen could not be reached for comment.
. Welch said that the complaints he
presented in the articles and in the doomed
television stories are now part of complaints
against Hansen being reviewed by the ethics
committee of the Utah bar.. .
But Welch doesn't think hell hang around
Salt Lake City to see if Hansen is eventually
suspended or disbarred. "I'm moving to San
Francisco," Welch said. Tve had it with
Utah.", :;v.;r-;;;- v;..- ,.,..-.:- . -
,-
- An interesting aspect of the case is that
technically Hansen is the attorney for
Welch. Welch, because the Chronicle is
supponea oy ine siaie, was considered a
exams were changed to passing. Welch state employee when the alleged libelous
: claims that two sources provided the
Chronicle with the material present in the
2 ; stories now under fire. - ' - ' ' '
Following publication of the allegation,
: ' ' Hansen demanded an immediate retraction,
- which the paper refused unless the attorney
general under went a polygraph test himself.
.
' Hansen at first agreed to take the test but
. Welch claims that when the arrangements
"
., were made with a nationally known lie
detector expert, the attorney general
" X. packed out of the deal. . ; . ? x
-- p V Following his gradutation in June, Welch
went to work for a local television station
..and was asked to do a three-par- t series on
.the Hansen controversy. Welch said that,
..following the bar exam allegations, he
.Jearned ofJwo rnpre .possible violations of
. ethics by Hansen. One centered on-a- n
alleged misuse of a Client's funds by Hansen
i EKO's Dance UntiliCOWV Come Home
.
A -- - dance marathon? At
.
Wooster?
7 Incredible, but . true. EKO's and Sixth
,
' Section wQl sponsor a dance marathon next
, Friday, with all proceeds going to Wooster's
'. Big Brothers-Bi- g Sisters program. .
The marathon will be held from 7 p.m.
Friday the 13th (don't let the date scare you
.' off) until 7 a.m. the next morning. Tables will '
be set up in Lowry during the coming week
jto take pledges. ' ::..::-y-:- . :T- -
.
.-
-' VV
Anyone can sponsor a dance couple;
donations to the - program will also be
: accepted.; Spectators are welcome at the
Cage. -- .:;".7v7 ;: " ' . 'X':-'-sC':- -
stories were written and thus protected bv
the state. This means he can receive
insurance benefits if Hansen wins his suit,
.
and it also menas that he is entitled to the
use of the state's attorney for defense in
court. "Obviously they are going to have to .
work something out," Welch said.
'.: Public . " Phon 262-588- 6 -l
.
j Square : :-.-- V j
I ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN
j O Vegetarian Dinners SerVed ;
1' v Our specials: Fresh salads
O Taeos Eggplant sandwiches
,. : Aracados - Soy burgers k
Herbal teas Smoothies and juices,
v o ye have meat, too! I--
Come see us at - - ; or Call us at
131 N. Market 264-476- 7
llUIUHilltill I't 1 1 d 8TITJ
School Daz
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Police Look For Buglar, Find Pot Plants Instead(CPS) Home pot growers, at least those ;
in Montana, may have reason to take heart if --
the case of Missoula man charged with --
growing 15 marijuana plants is successful in
court.
58-year-o- ld James Zander, with the help
of the Montana chantey nf NORM! '
arnnal Urganizahon for the Reform o
rMarijuaha Laws)," will ask for dismissal of his
charges on ground that the privacy act of
the state's consitution "was violated. -
A similar case in Alaska was successful,"
where it was established that the state of
Alaska could not justify the invasion of a
person's privacy for small amounts of
marijuana.. :
The case infolded like this. According to a
report in the Montana Kaimin, Missoula
County sheriff deputies entered Zander's
house on Nov. 4 while responding to a call
by one of Zander's neighbors who reported
aman breaking into Zander's house while he
was away. - i : -
. While inside, deputies noticed a light on in
a closet. Thinking the buglar could be inside, ,
they searched the closet, instead finding 15
marijuana plants which one Region, One '
Anti-Dru- g team member called "the most
beautiful marijuana plants Tve seen in a long
time.
A search warrant was obtained and the '
plants were confiscated. A copy of the
warrant was left behind. Members of the
drug team visited the home several times,
but no one was there. On Nov. 29, Zander
was finally arrested at his home. He posted a
$1,000 bond and was released from
; Missoula. County jail the same hight. ,'--.
. Robert Campbell, who will represent
Zander and Montan NORML, said he
I VrtU. HOT Ufcre My fM- -
VNU. rtoT UVTE Ml TlMf
few UWRoUCH tKK.
T VMM. f WMTC Ml W
j WX- U- ir wMf,. 1 TV
doesn't believe the state could prove that a
small amount of pot is so dangerous that the
state has compelling interest in entering a
private home to make an arrest.
Campbell appears hopeful, saying that
"the atmosphere of the supreme court is
generally favorable" for a privacy act
challenge,' citing recent court opinions in'
cases regarding the right of an officer to
search a person. ,
t wu. ior wajtc Mi tuftPwH6 urtrlrtucrte nauj Mix fterwyttCMl-- W :
KHtM t109iax
t WUi. HOT e 11 TMfi. Pott. qXfWtXKrrVfc
nuinrnriTiy
c Clearance oaie 01
E Fall and Winter Merchandised
Noiv in Progress
123 E. Liberty . 264-825-1
rimniiimmmnilHlnmiHMiiintmti
. COLD
'Br and Win
Champogn ..
Soft Drinks and lc
DIIMO'S
DRIVE THRU
Monday thru Thursday 11:00 a.m.-11:0- 0 p.m.
.
.
Friday ood Soturdoy 11:00 o.m.-t:0- 0 o.m.
' Woottw , .
hi, Nmnd To Leave Vour Car
Corryout
PIZZA
All Mad Hr
Ph. 262)444429 E. liberty
. VMfc UKTUMcrWt
FlairTravGl
Consultants
348 E.BOWMAN ST.
3WELCOME DACK1
..For Your
Convonlonco
- Just off ttM Collogo
Campus For ALL
YourTravof InquirlM
.
andNotds
. 1st Announcomont
TENTH ANNUAL
LONDON SHOW TOUR
March 7-- 2 1.1978
CALL
264-650- 5
i
i
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The Year's Best Music In Review
byRayBules
The close of the old year has traditionally
been the perfect time for reviewers to come
out of the woodwork to compile Hsts of that
year's "best" records. "Best," in most cases
means best-sellin- g; that's the only way the
dubious acts Eke Andy Gibb, Debby Boone,
and DoDy Parton could be considered the
."best" of anything. .
- Boone, of the famous White Buck Loafers
family! for example, received all kinds of
acclaim for a cover version of an cverdub for
"You Light Up My Life," a sloppy, ragged
film that gave low-budg- et flicks their worst
.name since BiDy Jack chopped his way
across the screen. Who says words Eke
"best" arent relative?
.
A number of fine albums were released
during 1977; a few highlights of the "best"
foQow, in no particular order To Left),
From WZSe; WEje Nelson (Lone Star). To
Lefty isn't the flashy package we've come to
expect in this post-Kis-s period. It's Willie at
- his best, though, and even Halloween
makeup and boa constrictors can't outshine
a performance by the Austin outlaw. .
To Lefty is a simple, straight forward
exposition ofNelson's sincere, twangy style.
The songs are familiar to the hard-cor- e
country fan--all were signature tunes of
Nelson's country mentor, the late Lefty
FrizzelL
Nelson's unique, pleading voice
.
. is
,
perfectly suited to FrizzelTs simple,
sentimental ballads of lost love; his simple
guitar-piano-harmoni- ca arrangements
enhance the performance.'
.
FrizzeS was no Hemingway as a
songwriter, but Nelson's sincere delivery is
such that it can lend poignance even to fines
Eke "why oh why oh why do ya do me this
way." Wow. They don't write'em Eke that
any mora. : -- .
Since fleekia to Austin from Music City,
USA., Nelson has become a dominant
force in crnrrv-wter-n music, establishing
won wayion Jennings and Jerry-Jef-f the
--""Austin souncTLas separate from the
plastic rroonings of DoDy Parton and Porter
Wagoner, et aL
' With To Lefty, Nebon continues the fine
tradition that began with the Red-Head- ed
Stranger a few .. years
.
ago. Sorry,
DoOy.whafs up front doesn't really make
that much difference; Willie's tops in the
country.
- Nothing Dot a Breeze; Jesse.
Winchester (BearsvQe), Jesse's back from ;
.
' Canada, and bis 77 album is a refreshing
breeze for everyone except diehard Mott --
.fans. . ,
Winchester's carefree, lyrical singing
style blends perfectly with lyrics that
summon dreamy visions of escape to the
"cool blue north" and the simple Efe way
down in Bowfing Green, Kentucky.
. Winchester evokes a vocal and lyrical
-- sensitivity that's missing in most
' commercial recordings. Lulling us with
smooth melodies backed by blue-jea- n '
goddess Emrnylou Harris, he makes it clear
that whatever wiO happen will happen.
..Winchester gives the fistener the sensation
of drifting through Efe, bouyed by softly
gliding melodies.
Equally adept with traditional ballads and
up-tem- po material, Winchester slips only on
"Rhumba Man" when he tries-rbadly-- to
approximate Bob Marley. Jesse's no
rhumba man, and he's no reggae man
either.
' Winchester exhibited sensitivity when he
rir-Vm-A rattatiuB nhaniritu in CmuHs mtor the
opportunity to keep Vietnam safe for
democracy some ten years ago. His lyrics
tell us that he hasn't lost that sensitivity and
has, in the process, gained considerable
performing talent
r lOthing Cut A Breeze is a spirited,
thing gem. Welcome back, Jesse.
- Love on the Wing; Jesse-Coli- n Young
(Warner). Maybe I expect too much of this
Jesse. After all, he's been a master of the
same carefree ballad style as Winchester for
six years now. SuH, he can do a lot better
than this.
' Love on the Wing is a good album, but
ifs typical J.C Young. Jesse's never been
typical before, but he's predictable now and
without a stirring "Ridgetop" or a long solo
by horn genius Jim Rothermel to save it, this
is just another album.
The fact that Jesse, Rothermel, and the
rest of Young's high-energ-y touring band
are still together on Love is encouraging;
their mere presence insures that the album
can be no worse than Young's five previous
solo flights.
His 77 offering is no better, though; it
lacks invention and is disturbing in that it
seems to signal a complacency with his
work on me part of Young. Even a mediocre
J.C Young album still ranks among the
year's best, though, musically and
styfisticany. - -
Young has a wealth of talent and a
virtuoso band; we can only hope he
remembers where he mislaid his
imagination.
Night Moves; Bob Seger and the Silver
Bullet Band (Capitol). Sqex produced this
Student Loan
Chrysler Corporation and the Chrysler
Corporation Fund today announced the
creation of the Chrysler Student Loan
Program.
.
"
The program, which begins January 1,
1978, allows dependent children of full-tim- e
hourly or salaried employees of Chrysler
and its LLS. subsidiaries to obtain loans for
their college education at lending
institutions where neither the student nor:
parents has an account
.
Chrysler has arranged with the lending
institutions in its plant cities to make these
loans available. The loans will be guaranteed
by United Student Aid Funds, Inc. or by a
state or federal educational loan agency. --
- The interest on the loan will be paid
through payroll deductions or by the ILS.
Government, depending on the. student's
eligibility and need.
Names of participating lending
institutions, employment verifications, and
hard-rockin-g gem early in 77; it includes the
hit single title cut and a lot more.
The bold, brassy arrangements on Night
Moves make up for Seger's vocal
shortcomings. The hard rock genre isn't
down for the count yet-Se- ger is a master
and Night Moves is a masterpiece.
This Time Ifs For Real; Southside
.
Johnny and the Asbury Jukes (Epic). The
Jukes are all in fun, Southside's crazy as
usual, and the group's high-ener- gy tribute to
the Fabulous Fifties music with its simple
themes, simple lyrics, and driving melodies
is at once perfect homage and perfect
parody. ' J
They even let rock greybeards Eke the
Five Satins and the Coasters sing along.
Steve Van Zandf s compositions exude
energy, complete with screaming horns and
hard-drivin- g - upbeat arrangements. It
doesn't hurt to have Bruce Springsteen on
your side either.
- If by some chance you don't Eke the
Jukes' high-powere- d simple rockin' buy the
album anyway, just for the cover notes
Program
appEcations wiO be available at Chrysler
personnel offices.
.
: ;
Only full-tim- e students who'' have
completed their freshman year are efigtble.
The student may attend any four-yea- r
degree-grantin- g college, graduate school or
Motech. Chrysler's school for automobile
mechanics in Livonia, Mich.
They're worth twice the price.
. Sleepless Nights; Gram Parsons 'and
the Flying Burrito Brothers (A&M). This
collection of old Burrito tracks, some
over dubbed by Emrnylou Harris, is being
irreverently called "Tunes From the Tomb"
in reference Jo its release after Parsons
death. Unlike the dozens of ghoulish "Elvis
.Remembered" ripoffs presently flooding the
market, Sleepless Nights is a good buy; a
collection of defiant, poised performances
by the original innovators of country rock.1
Most of the tracks on Sleepless Nights
were previously unreleased, and several
should have remained that way indefinitely-Th- e
Burritos drag their way ponderously
: through the absolute worst version ever of
"Honky-Ton- k Woman" and butcher . a
couple of Merle Haggard classics.
' They do, however, perfoim the only'
version of "Green, Green Grass of Home"
I've ever liked, and overall their --
performance, especially with Harris'
refreshing backup, is quite good They've
been away too king. i
Announced
Chrysler wQ administer the loan
program, but will not determine eligibility for
a loan or the amount to be loaned.
V An efigtble student may borrow up to
$1,500 per year up to a maximum of $7,500,
The student is responsible for repaying the
loan after he or she finishes schooEng.
LEAA Helps Colleges Study Criminal Justice
(CPS)-T- he Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA) has qiven $1.3
milbon to eight traditiona&v black colleges
tor tour-yea- r programs in criminal justice.
' The program, which began last fall, is
called Positive Futures, Inc., and is designed
to "encourage blacks to set a criminaljustice education and ai the same tone
remove some or tne barriers to minority
participation in the field," said Hallem
Williams, program director. "
'
' ROOTS
!r.g-- r mm ap
'Wnfiams said that black communities
suffered economic losses because of crime
about $2.5 million in 1975. "What this means
to us is that blacks have a continuing need to.
have something done about crime and that
the institutions in Positive Futures
education program serve as a potent source
.
of personnel and expertise," he said. .
In 1975, the Equal Employment
- Opportunity Commission reported . that
continued on page 1L
.
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4ABORTION Up thru 14 Weeks
Cafa anH fien;(- J UIV Wfl ' -J a t . CvnarianrpH
XJ Clinic . -- :. -
Free Pregnancy Tests and
Sympathetic Counseling .
Lowest Fees
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St.
Call Col'ect 0-536- -61 78
YOUR ATTE NT! O IM PLEASE !
WE'RE MAKI N G MANY CHAN G ES AT
THE "" .':.'.' ; r '
COMMER CIAL,
:
' DANKI N a & TRUST COM PANY
WITH YOU, OUR COLLEGE
CUSTOMERS, IN MIND! :
ONE CHANGE IS OUR NAME ,
' WE'RE NOW...
CENTRALTRUST
COMPANY OF WAYNE COUNTY
All the good reasons you had for banking at Commercial,
are now at CENTRAL; TRUST of Wayne
County....downtown Wooster and College Hills Shopping
Center. Same fine people; same local service in a personal
and friendly manner. -- , " '
Our state-wid- e Central Trust affiliation to practical use;
modernizing our main office; and installing the Day and
Night Electronic Bank Tellers are all ways of improving our
servic to You, on campusl . . J .;
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Cincinnati Opera Wants Young Singers
CINCINNATI, OHIO - The Cincinnati
Opera is offering an opportunity for young
professional opera singers, 22 to 35 years of
age, to join the company's Young American
Artists Program for eleven weeks of study
and performances during the 1978 season.
Auditions wQl be held Sunday, January
. 15, 1978, from 2 to 7 p.m.. at Music Hall, the
wish to audition must write for an
application form to: Cincinnati Opera, 1241
Elm -- Street, Cincinnati, Ohio , 45210.
Applicants will be notified of their audition
appointment following a screening of the
completed applications. Singers who have
not worked in any capacity with a
professional company are discouraged from
auditioning.-- '
- The Young American Artists Program of
the Cincinnati Opera was initiated by the
company's General Director, James de
Blasis, in 1974, and was made possible by a
grant' from the Ohio Arts Council which
continues to support the program
financially. Mr. de Blasis believes - the
program to be unique, -
.-
-
It is designed for singers who have had
professional operatic experience, either in
roles or in the chorus, and are ready to
.advance their careers. The auditions will be
heard by Mr. de Blasis, Robert Peterson,
Administrative and Development Director,
and Bryon Dean Ryan, Music Administrator
for the Cincinnati Opera.
The YAAP will start June 4 for the 1978
season and will provide its four members
with coaching and instruction in acting,
body movement and musical preparation.
The artists will perform in the works of the
regular season and in opera previews and
other educational activities. ,
Cincinnati Opera will present an
extended 1978 season of six operas and an
operetta, THESTUDENT PRINCE. The
season opens June 21, with THE TALES
OF HOFFMANN (sung in English) with
Cincinnati favorite John Alexander as
Hoffmann, continuing with LUCIA DI
LAMMERMOOR which features exciting
New York City Opera soprano Catherine
Malfitano and brilliant Met tenor Neil
Shicoff; the double bill CAVALLERIA
RUSnCANAI PAGUACCI stars Harry
Theyard as both Turridu and Canio; Sherrill
' Milnes portrays his famous MACBETH; LA
BO HEME features Ellen Shade as Mimi;
and DIE WALKURE returns to the
Cincinnati Opera stage after a fifty year
absence. The ever-popul- ar THE
STUDENT PRINCE closes the season
August 5.
a different x audio exicrieflce
spa
Season tickets may be ordered now by
mail from the Cincinnati Opera, Music HalL
1241 Elm St., Cincinnati. Ohio 45210. Free
brochures with complete information are
available upon request
Graduate School
.
continued from page 2
Virginia Long of banders Associates, an
electronics research and design firm. "It's
- readily apparent to the job interviewer
whether they have reached number two,"
Long added. '
Graduate school is not an easy decision
and the second part of this report will deal
with graduate programs and how well they
fill the , needs of both students and
employers.
coalls
0 C
STARTING MONDAY JAN. 9-AN- D
ENDING SATURDAY JAN. 14
ALL RECORDS AND 8TRACKS
AND PRE-RECORD- ED CASSETTES
$1 OFF PRICES MARKED
THOUSANDS OF RECORDS
HUNDREDS OF TAPES
AT$1 OFF
College ID Discount not effective
during sale week
x
"Specials" and "cutouts" not on sale
FAR EAST AUDIO
im i ysw sir..
(inriia cad upilalri) ..THOME 264-21- 61
141 North Walnut SL
' OPEN 1:30 --540 mch-A- ki , tim. WVmy JDAY and ; ' " ' ; and . - 1
NIGHT .BANK-.- v n9
til .:tt'.
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Carter sCampa
continued from page 5
.
"When Tm Presiaent.
.
-
"
'.'-- ' .
V I asked him what he thought about the
proposed nuclear power plant on the New
: Hampshire seacoast.'He gave me a long,
- convoluted answer,' trying to : touch . all
- bases. I had phrased the . question so
ambiguously that he had no way of knowing
' where I stood on the issue, so he could not
" simply ten me what I wanted to hear.
- Jimmy praised solar energy, called it the
.
wave of the future, expressed his desire to
develop fully our coal reserves, affirmed that
he would guarantee the country an
adequate ofl supply, and finally admitted
: that nuclear energy was our only feasible
.
way dbt of the energy crunch.
The upshot was that he was all for the
construct ionof the plant, the same one the
Clamshell Alliance later made a name for
itself fighting against. I appreciated Carter's
honesty in giving me an answer, albeit a
circuitous one. Jimmy may not have been
the "human raffle" his primary opponents "
. made him out to be. He did have a few
'"definite opinions. He Just made you wait a :
while if you wanted to hear them. -
AH these exculpatory reminiscences on
my part are just a long-winde- d way of saying
"I told you so" to the millions of my fellow
Democrats who voted for President Carter,
and who are now burned up at him for his '
(CPS)-- If students have been in the dark
about student loans, perhaps a new
regulation from the Office of Education win
shed some light on the situation. '
A new Government rule wiD require
colleges and post-secondar- y vocational
schools to give information about dropout
rates and the fun cost of attendance and
' loans. - "
The regulation will effect 8,300
institutions that participate int he Federal
student aid or loan programs including the
Guaranteed Student Loan programs which
have been beset by a high default rate. -
The regulation will take effect the
beginning of January.
Zip on down and open up a savings
account today. We have the way to make
sure youU have money at the end of the
quarter. Remember free (no service charge)
traveler's checks if you show your college
I.D. - : . .
C?: first Federal
paring & Loan Ag$ociatiqn
of Wootter
1812 Cleveland Road
'2 2647812 ;
f t' -
incompetence, dismayed by his lack of
vision,
.
shocked by his refusal to admit ;
mistakes and rectify them, despairing for his
lack of coherent economic program. No,
' Vernon Jordan, you should have expected
what you got. - ;.'". 7.--. j-.- J
' Actually, Carter does have an economic
polity. Do you recognize h? You should. It's --
Jerry Ford's "high" unemployment, tight ;
7 money, to curb inflation." Carter has even
retained Nixon nd Ford's money czar,1;
. Chairman Arthur fThird Degree" Burns.
' But we shouldn't criticize Jimmy now for
his lack of action of unemployment. We :
should have' criticized him for it during the
campaign-h- e didn't have any ideas on the :
subject then, either. "We bought the image of
the smiling honest farmer, we voted for the '
image, and that's what we got" Just an ;
image no substance. . - ; .,.
.
.
' - ".
I can only conclude that, for ihe kind of
government and leadership we've been"'
getting from Carter, we Democrats might as ;
well have thrown our nomination and j
support to Jerry Ford. Jimmy, after the first f
eight months of your administration, which --
is shaping up as the most undistinguished
since Warren G. Harding's, I can only say 7
this: You have one-ter-m President written ;
all over you. ' .7; '- --
..
' '
.
--r-
-
The moral of this story is that Lincoln's
famous dictate is utimately irrelevant. You "
Student Loans Protected
Schools wiH be required to make available '
information about their refund policy,
student eligibility, and how they select aid
recipients.
...
'-
-
--
: V. . -- v " . ;
This move win try to alleviate the severe
default problems at colleges around the
country. "About 344,000 students have-default- ed
on $430 million in federally-backe- d .
loans since 1965.- - .r: ; - x
Students will have the right to see what ;
percentage of students complete a
particular course of study, but only if the
school puts together that information. .
" The schools will be required to provide
estimates of the cost of tuition and room and --
board including on and off-camp- us living. ' .
Year in Review
don t have to fool all of the people all of the I Oh Jimmy, you have made bom-agai- n
time. You just have to fool enough of them . cynics of us all yea, even the true believers
to : get yourself '270 : electorieiL' votes. ;, you have betrayed- - 7 ; ; : .
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. Do Your Winter Photos
With Pikes Peak Camera Shop
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764 Pittsburgh ;t - 1 1
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.The Pizza with the Big Secret! ! "g
: "Made to Order -Cheese, Pepperoni. Sausage, '- - ?
7 t Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers. Onions ; j -
..Unbaked plxza to go :; : --"vl-- Also Serving Italian - American Fbods 5
7EIjCOII3 TO WOOSTSIir V; :v ;'
-- Come See Us: --;v. '.;?. t:'7''-X;;'tiHj-"?--J- v
Weekdays45p.m.-la.m- . - : ': ; . JFri. Sat-5p.m.-2a.- m.
:7 ;-;r--- -'c; --
. 70 Great Americari :: , - $
' ::
- escape : :. '-- 7 j
I Dream a little. Play a little, but most of all, relax and enjoy!
We have hobbies and crafts for the whola family at fami.1
prices. ' -- ', ' . ' "-- ..7: ; 7-- 7 ."7" 7':u-"-- - r- -'
Take advantage of old-fashion- ed service - come in,
browse, ask questions and check out our" amazing line of
:" " "
'
stock! 7- - ; ." 7 .- - - ;
. w Treosure House Hobbies v
7 - , Phone 216264-313- 3 236 W. Liberty St.
(CPSHED)--Despit- e all the furor over
; speciaHreatment of minority college
' applicants, a new study shows that minority
participation in all five Federal student aid
programs dropped from 1974-7- 5 to 1976-77- .
The largest decline-ni-ne percent-w- as in"
the Supplemental Grants (SEOG) program,
with the minority share down from 47.8 to
39.1 percent in those two years, according
to the report by the American Council on
Education's Higher Education Panel. The
. proportion of minority participation fell
three percent, from 32.6 to 29.3 percent. .
The Federal student loan programs, ;
: however, registered the smallest drops in;
minority participation. Minority Direct.
"--
: Loans (NDSL) borrowers decline three
percent, from 28.9 to 25.7 percent,' while ,
minority Guaranteed Student Loans (GSLV
I
I
I
Minority Participation
Down in Aid Programs
recipients fell only one percent, from 18 to ';
. 17 percent, according to the report. .
: In contrast, female participation in the five
student aid programs "remained virtually
unchanged over the two years," the panel
- said. In both years-th- e percentage of
women student aid recipients hovered
around w-Half- ." . : . -
1MB m.lATWN TO TiMk
UU KMOOk felSM TO M
Txit term cm fcteMCMA-not- k IV ANP X AUT y (T' 4tniT J
' rr $fj vnuc wt kxi oom't mcsi-mi- c
TINt WITH AlOUAirtTANCKS. IT
tAii you cA&iw ow.iu.-- r attxa.- -
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proposed Tuition Tax Bill Challenged
(CPS- )- Questions of constitutionality and The constitutionality of ..the bill is
institutionalized elitism should enliven the questidnable by the inclusion of religious
campaign for the proposed Tuition Tax
; Credit Bill of 1977. . :- -
The bill, recently introduced in Congress,
would'allow an income tax credit for half of
: tuition costs up to $500 per student. The tax
break includes students enrolled in private
as well as public schools from kindergarten
to graduate studies. - - "
.
"
Wet T-Sh-irt Contest Sexist
(CPS)-W- et T-shi- rt contest have become
quite the drawing card at bars across the
country. But a bar in Madison, Wisconsin
; has been drawing more than the expected.
.
Demonstrators, last week numbering more
--
" than 80, are protesting and picketing the bar
during the weekly contests, reports the
. Madison Daily Cardinal. .
" - The protestors, who view theT-shir- t
contest as a "sexist, capitalist atrocity", say
i they will keep up the protests as long as
necessary". The management said they
.
would continue unless someone came up
with 'good, sound arguments' as to why the
contest should ceasg:. -- '. ;
The contest involves several women,.
A-rocco-
A in uiliito T-chir- tc that uu "I t at tho
Si
ID
-- or
periodically asking the crowd its opinion.
.... Protestor Faye Alroy explained that the
event was an example of sexist exploitation
of women's bodies. "When a woman gets up
on stage and has cold water thrown on her,
wearing only a white T-shi- rt, it's not just her
-- as an individual that's being treated this'way,
it's all the women in this community," she
said. ' - ' :
The contest exploits both men and
women, Alroy contends, because it says
something about the relationship between
men and women, that it can be exploited for
..money. - ys ? v.-- O . 0 -
Th"e "women 'who" participate in the .
contest say they do so !because it's fun and
makeshift and because it's quick and easy money. One did: Big 10," standing on stage
dancing. The encee continually douses their object to the tactics of the t management
breasts with large beer glasses full of ice cold who offered the women free drinks and tned
water and comments on the spectacle, : "to gej.thm drunk. ;, - N . -
Store Hours: Moh Tue.VThur.-Sat- . 9:30-5:3- 0
Wed. 9:30-1- 2 00 r Fri. 9:30-9:0- 0 ;
JANUARY
GREEN TAG
:1:;.(:;SAlJE:- -;
Now in
Men's & Ladies
Departments
Main & Third Floors
ss
institutions. The Supreme Court, beginning
in 1947, has -- interpreted the First'
Amendment clause, "Congress shall make
no law respecting establishment of religion"
tp mean complete separation of church and
state including private church-sponsore- d
schools "
.
"
'
Senator Patrick Moynihan (D-NY- ), one of
43 co-sponso- rs of the bill thinks the
Supreme Court was wrong. Speaking
before the Senate during the introduction to
the bill on Sept. 26, Moynihan argued that
founding fathers meant to protect against
the founding of a national religion favored
above others, rather than separation of
church and state. ".
' If passed, the bill will most benefit private
schools and middle income families. The
plight of middle income families has been the
focus of much attention in recent, inflation-riddle- d
years. With incomes above the level
for qualifying for federal and financial aid,
middle income families are having difficulties
meeting the costs of educating their college-.- '
age' children. The same holds true for many
families wishing. to enroll their children in
private or parochial schools. - Moynihan
claimed that 51 percent of private school
enrollees come from lower and middle
income families. ' ' ' ' - --
- - Moyihan - strongly" supported federal
assistance to private schools. He stated that
they , "provide "diversity to the society
choices to students and their parents, and a
rich - array . of distinctive - educational
offerings that even the finest . public
institutions find difficut to supply, not least
, because they are public and must embody
generalized principles." '
One of. the "generalized principles"
Moynihan didn't elaborate ' on was the
mediocrity and poverty which have become
features of public education in the US.
Members of the Senate Finance
Committee, who will hold hearings on the
bill' in January, will invariably question
whether public money should help finance
the lucky few so they can continue to benefit
from "the rich array of distinctive
educational offerings" of private schools
while Cleveland students take a two month
Christmas vacation because there's no
money in the board of education's coffers to
pay teachers.
The bill promises some relief to its
intended audience-nee- dy college students.
For . senators who in the past have killed
similar legislation, the issues of the bill's
--
constitutionality and institutionalized elitism
may prompt the same response.
.
'
conrinuecr from page 8
blacks made up 3.8 percent of the full-nin- e
professional employees in state and local
police departments, and accounted for 7
percent of all state and local police
employees. .
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Booteirs Cap Seasoim
by Dave Koppenhaver - ' '
:
'-T-
he Scot booters took fourth place in the
- .NCAA Division 13 National Tournament to
virv4 im the most successful ttrrcpr Ainn
in Wooster history. They took two losses in
the tournament at : Babson College in,
WeOeslev. Mass. but performed creditably.
Day one saw the Scots fall 3--1 to Lock
' CI National ChamDioru and was followed bu
- a 1-- 0 consolation loss to host Babson the
new aay. ..;--- - --- , , r- - ..-- .
' Lock ' Haven pounced on a dazed
Wooster club in their ooenind half. While
.'" the Scots suffered breakdowns from end to
, end the Bald Eagies drove home two goals
victory.-- - 4--
Not so, answered Wooster, as they
stormed back in the second half. The Scots
sent drive after drive at the Eagles but could
cap only one with a score. At 33:43 Wooster .
chipped a pass down the middle of the field.
Senior Bruce Brown and goalie Tom
Fitzwater reached the ball simultaneously
Brown butted the ball between the goalie's
hands and Wooster trailed 2-- 1.
Scot hopes were momentarily alive but
soon quashed permanently' At 37:53 the
Eagles scored goal number three and the
match ended 3--1.
Babson, after four overtimes of 15
minutes each and then finally penalty kicks,
flU to Cortland 1-- 0 in the other game.
Beavers seemed to - take it out in full .
measure on the Scots. Elbows, kicks and
punches netted Babson four yellow warning
cards and one ejection. ' "' '
" To the Scots credit they maintained their
composure and played one of their better
--games of the season. 1 hey outshot Babson
-
12-- 9 in the game and .9--2 in the second
frame. But again they just couldn't push it
across that goal fine.
.
v-
- The Beavers won the game 1-- 0 on a
annual classic
WOOSTER,OHIO After winning its
own holiday tournament, The College of
.Wooster basketball team begins defense of
its Ohio Conference Northern Division
1 I- - .1 - 1cnarnpionsnnj ins ween. - ; . ..
- " TU. O i .. A. A I : xl iiwu 1 ik mvui win ainijjcu uinu UK 17portion of their schedule with the OAC's
hest rtfctrA at 7.9 nnon Lnfliia nl,
Wednesday at home against Heidelburg
before visiting Ohio Northern Saturday,
v. Wooster is currently riding a three-gam- e
winning streak, the most recent victory
coming Dec. 29 in the championship game ;
pf the 15th annual Mose Hole Wooster
Classic The win was particularly significant
because the losing team was the Wittenberg
-- Tigers, defending NCAA Division Gl
exact reversal of policy. Nick Crismale was
called for a handball in the box but never
had a chance to avoid it since a meeting
prior to the tournament not to caH handballs
unless they were flagrant. Crismali's was
- anything but flagrant. ; ' . .,.
.
v. :
'-
-
Still it was the finest soccer season in the
-
- school history. After two consecutive losses
. in the Ohio Conference title match to Ohio
Weselyan they finally claimed a conference
"championship with a 2-- 1 overtime thriller. .
: " Wooster . also claimed their first-eve- r
Midwest Regional crown in order to reach
'. the nationals. . - - -- '
.
-
--
- Records were-aplenty- . Key Akintunde
- wound up his career as the OAC's all-tim- e
leader in goals (64) and points (75). Doug
FlarmeHv led all Ohio Conference qoalies
with 111 saves and set a school record with
eight shutouts. -
The team's 14-- 5 overall mark accounted
for a record for wins in one season. They
also set a school record with 10 consecutive
victories. They outscored opponents 51-2- 0, .
a school record for goals and an amazing
defensive showing. Besides - the eight
shutouts Wooster held opponents to a lone
goal seven other times. .''--- "
And they were rewarded individually
.
Akintunde, Kevin Kolich and FlanneDy were
named first-tea- m AO OAC. Jay Crawford
made the second team and Nick Crismati
-- was honorable mention. ', - ..
All-Ohi- o first tearners were Kolich and
Akintunde. Flannelly - earned ' a . second
squad berth and Crawford and-Crisma- H
claimed honorable mention. . .
.' - Akintunde rounded out his laurels with --
.first team All-Midw- est and second team AB-Amer- ica.
- Kolich .and : FlanneDy were
'-
-
' honorable mention. - . : . !;"
Coach Nye wrapped it all up; Tve had a
couple of good teams but nothing like the
calibre bafl we played this season day in and
day out."-- . .-.- ''-. ;: :
a lofty note, according to final Ohio.
..Conference statistics. '
..'
-- V
Osei, the OACs 1975 scoring champ, :
regained his title in 1977 averaging 1.75
points per game. He booted in 15 goals and
.assisted on six others for a total of 21 points .'
in 12 contests. ' ;; ' l-:-'-:- z -- 'p
.
-- Akintunde, who has never won a scoring .
crown, opting instead for Ail-Americ- an '
laurels, re-wro- te the Ohio Conference
career scoring 'records -- during his final
campaign. He registerecL75 points and 64
goals during his four years at. Wooster,
during which he won honorable mention Ail-Ameri- can
status as a freshman and was
named - first team All-Americ- an . as a
sophomore and junior. '
Akintunde, who helped lead Wooster to
the Ohio Conference championship and
into the finals of. the NCAA Division EI
national champions and pre-seas- on picks to tournament, finished third in the scoring
. a a .f--k A f.lriinnirF riw m jms ttitio
Leader of the 89-8- 4 upset of the Tigers
was, cjyna s rrea oaiser. ine o-- z junxr
wing, returning to runtime action after
missing Wooster's first six games with
mononucleosis, exploded for 23 points and
six assists against Wittenburg, hitting seven
of 10 field attempts and nine of 10 shots from
the Ene. ' ; :: v '. ; V .
-
-- That effort combined with a 12 point, five-rebou- nd
performance 'against Wheaton
College the opening night of the tourney
earned Balser Classic most '(uable player
'
'
'honors. '
- ralser's return came at a perfect time for
Wooster Coach Al Van Wie. Just before the
tourney, junior forward Preston Burroughs,
one of the club's most talented popular'
players, quit the team for personal reasons.
seven rebounds through seven games. ,
stats. Destined for A3-Americ- an honors this
year, he scored 21 goals, the second-highe- st
season total recorded,' and was credited
with five assists for 26 points and a pergame faverage of 1.37.
Key Akintude, Wooster's brilliant forward, closed out Wooster best soccer
season ever and was named OAC AO-Confere- nce for the fourth year in a row. '
todbXi Ip-.QA- G Stall
C.aDtUrG C.U.W S of0lin-'1--t- l " offense. Defensively,w w w
..t T dosed out tlvrir eolteoiate uvrtfrraroortnr. - v -
Baldwin-Wallac-e senior Ken Patterson, 1 Ohio Wesleyaii
who had eight goals .and four assists m his 1
season abbreviated by injuries, was second j
tn scoring with a 1.71 average. - -
- Seniors dominated the OAC scoring
stats. Osei, Patterson and Akintunde were
the top three players in goal scoring with
Mount Union's Jaime Serrat, who finished
fourth in overall scoring (1.09), topping the t
assist category. . -.- - jv i
Marietta junior Mike HiB and Mount
wiuuiiBupiiumure Lavg narajczaK were uw
league's top two goalies. - : . .
. Denison was the OACs top offenstv
team, averaging 33 goals per game.
Wooster, whose 14-- 5 record established n
Wooster --
Mount Union
Ohio Northern
Kenyon --
Oberfin r '
Baldwin-Wallac-e
Heidelberg
Denison
Marietta
Wittenberg
Capital .
Muskingum
runner-u-p Ohio Wesleyan proved stingiest,
allowing .9 goals per game.
.
Akintude,-Flannell- y honored
CLEVELAND, O. v Ohio Conference
scoring champion Tony Osei of Oberlin and
Key Akintunde, who established severa
new league records at Wooster this season, ;
headline the senior-lade- n 1977 All-Oh- io
Conference soccer team, as chosen by the
OAC coaches. - ''
- -
- Osei, who averaged 1.75 points per game
to win his second scorina crown in three
seasons, earned first team honors for tne ;
' A L T f a ., 'imrrj consecutive campaign wnue,
La 1 . 1 . - . . n t -
ruuniunoe.a rwo-urn- e Mu-nmenc- an wno .--
set new career records lor mints 7M nA :
goals (64), was named to the first unit for the
lounn consecunve year. -
v wooster stou flannelly edged Ohio
Weskyan's JeffHpch, a first team pick last
season, lor goafie honors.
OHIO CONFERENCE FINAL SOCCER STANDINGS
1977
NORTHERN DIVISION GAMES
SOUTHERN DIVISION GAMES
5
3
;3-- 2
1
0
0
1
0
1.
0
0
ALL GAMES
W L T Goals Opp- - W S L T ytoala Opp
6 0 ' 0. 30 4 . 14 5 0 52 20
" 4 2 o is 9 ':: i 3 1 - 23 12
' A 2 0 15 19 8 4 0 29 32
3 3 0 7 10 5 5 . 2 15 18
3 3 0 : 18 16 4 7 1 . 30 37
1 5 0 ; 8 19 - 3 7 0 14. 24.
0 6 0 C 3 19 , .L 9 0 10 31
14
17
7
"8'
3
3
1
6
7
7
14
17
OHIO CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
t Wooster 2, Ohio Wesleyan (2ot)
7:
9
7
6
5
2
4
4
3
A
8
8
3 --
2
0
1- -
0
0
29
50
20
18
23
13
at Ohio Wesleyan :
13
22
11
16
32.
30
'
- NCAA DIVISION m TOURNAMENT ' :
FIHST ROUND -- at Wooster - FINALS - at Babson CoHge
Wooster 3, DePauwO . : . Lock Haven 3, Wooster 1
SECOND ROUND at Wooster ' - .... Consolation
Wooster 4, Wheaton. 1 ' Babson 1. Wooster O
1
